Introduction
The Point Of Sale (POS) device is critical to the modern US economy. They are connected to the POS host’s network to communicate with both their inventory systems inside the network and financial applications outside of the network. The information sent outside of the network contains highly critical personal information, such as a customer’s name, address, DoB, and most importantly, their credit and/or debit card information. This sensitive personal information can be left vulnerable on the network and exploited through cyber-attacks. In addition to cyber-attacks made on the network, POS devices can be vulnerable to physical attacks when left unattended by their host. With how critical this information is, and how valuable it can be to those who exploit it, POS systems should be designed with sufficient security measures in place to prevent cyber and physical attackers from penetrating these devices. We conducted a thorough literature review to shed light on the various methods in place to safeguard our information. With information obtained from our literature review, we can start to identify where security measures can be improved to protect our sensitive personal information from POS device attacks.

Physical Countermeasures\(^3,4,6\)
- **Lock-up Servers/Data Centers**–
  - As the hearts of a POS system- access to these would make an attacker’s day.
- **Properly Store and Dispose of Documents**–
  - Items such at the network map can lead an attacker directly to what they want.
- **Properly Trained Alert and Trustworthy Attendants**–
  - Ensuring those who watch over POS devices can and will intervene in a physical attack would give attackers one less avenue to approach from.

Virtual Countermeasures\(^1,2,3,4,5,6,7\)
- **Encryption**–
  - Encryption of multiple parts of the POS system- the wireless and local networks/ card information itself. If the attacker can not undo the encryption, the data is useless to them.
- **Separation of Data**–
  - Only store data required/ have most data stored off-site. If all data is stored in one place, the attackers only have to figure out one solution.
- **Firewalls**–
  - Blocks all network traffic not allowed already. An easy way to make an attacker’s work more difficult. Still allows all traffic from approved sources, so an attacker could hijack the source or spoof the system into thinking they’re the approved source.
- **Up-to-date Antivirus**–
  - Another simple way to limit the ways an attacker would have access to the system. Only works on already known viruses- new viruses require new antivirus software to be developed. Keeping up to date is critical.

Other Countermeasures\(^2,3,4,5\)
- **Guide and enforce users on security standards** (Payment Application Data Security Standard/ Payment Card Industry Security Council)
- **Constant updates to security standards/ rapid response and investigation to attacks**
- **Certified and trustworthy administrators for POS systems**
- **Further adoption of chip cards**

Research Method
A literature review was conducted using the search string ‘POS, security’ on Google Scholar. Search criteria was: is the paper about POS devices- not mobile apps/ does the paper have multiple authors/ is it from the 2000s/ is the paper’s topic directly related to POS security measures. After criteria was met, there were about 6700 papers, of which I read 20 abstracts and used 7 in this project.

Conclusion
The data within POS systems is worth millions of dollars, making them a very valuable target for would-be attackers. Being a defender, you have to be watching all possible avenues of attack. You have to defend 100% of the time. You prepare the best you can then react to what comes your way. As an attacker, you only need to succeed once and in one location to get what you want. By using the countermeasures listed here, as well as others, POS systems better their chances at successfully defending against attacks. A system administrator for a POS system should be vigilant in keeping their antivirus up-to-date. They should practice safe procedures for storage and separation of data- physical and virtual. They should be certified as a system admin in addition to being a trustworthy individual. The employees who attend to the POS systems should be properly trained as well as being alert and trustworthy individuals. All of this must be constantly true, as one slip and an attacker could access the valuable data within the system. All of this preparation and an attack could still get through, so it is imperative that administrators stay vigilant to quickly fix vulnerabilities. The security of the US’s financial system is dependent on it.
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